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                        Great food next to Roman Baths!


                        

                            

                                We found this restaurant next to the Roman Baths and the cathedral and decided to give it a try. The food is authentic and caters only to vegetarians. Price is very reasonable for the quality of food.
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                        Good vegetarian INDIAN food


                        

                            

                                Truly INDIAN, authentic flavours. We ordered through deliveroo and the second time we had lunch in the restaurant. Both North Indian and South Indian Thalis are good
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                        Wonderful food, moderately priced.


                        

                            

                                I can't remember when I enjoyed vegetarian food so much. It is freshly cooked, so expect a little wait, and absolutely delicious.
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                        Amazing Indian food


                        

                            

                                Just had lunch with my family at this place. Will definitely be going back, my wife who is Indian loved it and this food is definitely up there with anything you would find in India.
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                        Even meat eaters will love eating at this vegan restuarant


                        

                            

                                Friends and I found this restaurant in 2017 and upon our return to the area, had to come back to Bath just to have lunch here again. Great location one second floor so you have a nice view of the Abbey.
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                            Shepton Mallet


                            

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            


                        


                    




                    

                        In Bath looking for a Vegan Restaurant


                        

                            

                                We were in Bath and the Vegan Restaurant we were going to was closed for decorating. So my niece found the Indian Temptation on her phone.

                                We were delighted when we found that they had a separate menu with a wide selection of Vegan dishes as well as Vegetarian.

                                Our meals didn't take long before we were served and it was quite delicious, We shall certainly return again to the Indian Temptation.
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                            Chepstow, United Kingdom
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                Discover

                Our Menus

                

            


            

                

                    Let Indian Temptation Team take you on a journey of infusion, innovation and illicit flavours through their extensive Northern and Southern Indian menu, with an unexpected nod to British favourites.

                    Indian Temptation allows everyone to explore the world’s most popular cuisine.
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                                                Vegetable Korma

                                                

                                                    Asparagus, courgette, baby corn, butternut squash, snow peas with southern

                                                    Indian spices and coconut milk.

                                                

                                                £7.25
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                                        Best authentic organic wine

                                        

                                            The majority of our wine is Organic, Vegetarian or Vegan,

                                            sourced from small, independent growers who make

                                            authentic wines. There are no chemical or synthetic additives

                                            used in producing them

                                        

                                        ...read more 

                                    

                                

                            


                        


                    


                


            


        


    


    

        

            

                Our Story

                Behind The Scenes

                

            


            

                

                    Let Indian Temptation Team take you on a journey of infusion, innovation and illicit flavours through their extensive Northern and Southern Indian menu .You cannot miss our Head Chef Vinod’s specialities which each bring together the perfect balance of India’s tastiest spices, cooked fresh in our kitchen;

                    
 It is our dream to bring India itself to your plate. read more

                




                



                


            


            

                Indian Temptation Team


                

                    

                        Head Chef


                        	Vinod



                    


                    

                    

                


                

            


            

        


    


    

        

            

                Contact Us

                Get in Touch

                

            


            

                

                    

                        

                            

                        


                        

                    


                    

                    

                        

                            

                                

                                    Come to find us


                                    

                                        9-10 High Street


                                        Bath


                                        BA1 5AQ


                                        England

                                    


                                    

                                        General Enquiries


                                        	 01225 464 631
	 anand@indiantemptation.com
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                                    Want to Book a table?


                                    Call us now or book online 




                                     01225 464 631


                                    

                                        Book Now

                                    


                                


                                

                                    Opening Times


                                    	Sunday: 12:00-22:00
	Monday: 12:00-15:00, 17:30-22:00
	Tuesday: 12:00-15:00, 17:30-22:00
	Wednesday: 12:00-15:00, 17:30-22:00
	Thursday: 12:00-15:00, 17:30-22:00
	Friday: 12:00-15:00, 17:30-22:30
	Saturday: 12:00-22:30
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                        Book a Table

                        

                    


                    

                        Call us now to book a table


                         01225 464 631
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                                Book Now

                                
For reservations within the next 12 hours, you need to call us on 01225 464 631
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                    Welcome to Indian Temptation


                    Test of Indain Heritage
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                            Let Indian Temptation Team take you on a journey of infusion, innovation and illicit

                            flavours through their extensive Northern and Southern Indian menu, with an unexpected

                            nod to British favourites.

                        


                        

                            Indian Temptation allows everyone to explore the worlds most popular cuisine. From

                            speciality North Indian curries to Tandoori dishes using our clay oven to South Indias

                            famous dosa, we offer menu choices to suit every palette - as well as enabling you to

                            experience flavours and aromas never before known!

                        


                        

                            You cannot miss our Head Chef Vinods specialities which each bring together the perfect

                            balance of Indias tastiest spices, cooked fresh in our kitchen; along with Anand who have

                            excelled in the hospitality business for the last 24 years, prepare to experience

                            your new favourite Indian restaurant!

                        


                        

                            It is our dream to bring India itself to your plate, and we thank you

                            for being part of our journey.
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                    Welcome to Indian Temptation


                    We serve best authentic organic wines
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                            The majority of our wine is Organic, Vegetarian or Vegan,

                            sourced from small, independent growers who make

                            authentic wines. There are no chemical or synthetic additives

                            used in producing them, their purity and length of flavour

                            complementing the subtle but spicy finish of our dishes.

                        


                        

                            Like our food they are easy on your body and leave you feeling

                            refreshed. We find that organic wines generally have a greater

                            depth of flavour than conventional wines, and this works with

                            the

                            flavours of our food.

                        


                        

                            We choose to work largely with small wine producers who all

                            own their own vineyards. We find they tend to care for their

                            vines better and have more control over the whole wine making

                            process. For this reason

                            too we can better judge how natural the wine is
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